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likes to compare her models to expt data

she first cites   Bi and Poo 2001 and Markram 1997  on  STDP  models

Markram Nature 1997

pairing of spikes  pre and post

weight increases linearly with frequency...

data  from Sjostrom Neuron 2001

(and also post-pre)


fine timing differences  at around 20 hz  
post-pre  causes  ST depression  = spike timing depres.

triplet model

phenomenal  model that she developed

Clopath and Gerstner  in  Frontiers 2010

and Clopath PLOS  Comp Bio 2008

dWj/dt  as a func of spike timing

receptor fields


shows picture of coffee cup: 
how to distinguish looking at the rim of the cup vs the rim of the plate

excites 2 difft (higher-order) neurons ..

she constructs a feedfwd network...

she wants to show devel of recep fields...

wants to see development of gabor like filter


bidirect neurons in visual cortex  eg  song et al 2005


not sustained by standard symm STDP  = spke timing dep plasticity

standard model only works in one direction

look at two neurons firing together at 10 hz

pre=post leads to potentiation  but
post-pre leads to depression

at high rates get strong bi-direc syanpses  but
not at 10 hz  (cuz one is potentiated and other is depressed..

imagine a network  firing at  either 20 hz or at 2 hz


high rate neurons get  facilatory synapses


say  3 neurons develop recp field  at position 1

but if saccade to new  area  will also develop  connection


Ko et al Nature 2011


fire neurons: look at EPSPs


neurons that code the same orientaiton are typically bidirec connected...

coolab with Tom Mrsic-Flogel

what comes first?  fdfwd or recurrent?

see Nature 2013  Ko, Hofer... et al


at eye-opening (? in mice)   RF are already developed

but low corr btwn function and connectivity


refinement of intracortical connex comes by exper dependent plasticity

so,  as an adult...

this work has been expt verified   (in the nature 2013  paper... just accepted)

retinal waves may be enough to the job  in  neonates/ fetus...


early on  ... gap junctions  in network that disappear in embryo

that's early in devel  P1 to P6 (postnatal)  before eye opening in mice

recurrent gap junctions influence  recep fields


after eye-opening...  the recep fields  develop recurrent connections (chemical synapses)

she shows the cartoon that underlies her model

the nature paper compares her model to imaging data in mouse neoborns...


rate code....  neurons  firing at a high rate  link together bidirectionally...

can develop a temporal code: unidirectional connex:  1 fires 2 fires 3 fires 1...

**********  her next topic  (above was excit connec) now inhib connec...

neurons get a tight balance btwn inhib and excit connections:

see Okun and Lampl 08...

how is balance estab?

cites Froemke  Nature 07
interested in A1...

look at  EPSC and IPSC...they are balanced...

so how does that develop?


inhib plasticity... how does it work?

delta weight =  pre, then post  - alpha  pre 
 (ie penalty if pre fires alone)

balance in a feedfwd network...


say 8 difft channels corresp to 8 difft tones...


say,  initial inhib is zero...
but it adapts  to estab  excit and inhib  balance...

Jay Q:  but if it is in balance, doesn't that  null out the signal?

A: no;   play channel 8  as a step... excit responds immed  and then
inhib  comes in to damp it...

she will speak again tomorrow...


Vogels, Sprekeler... Science 2011

Cerebellar plasticity:

role of feedfwd  inhib...


she shows cerebellar circuit:

deep cerebellar nuclei  = D is the ONLY OUTPUT tract

VOR  vestibulo-ocular rflex  adaptation

eye mvmt must compensate for head mvmt...


mouse on turntable

say M  encodes head velocity  M = mossy fibers

PF  = parallel fibers...

suppose vis  field moves with the mouse...
 then  D  should be zero... cuz do not need reflex...


use knock out mice... and measure purkinjes

or  do phase reversal  to incr reflex...


see wulff et al 2009...


KO mouse  lacks inhib to purkinje...


KO forgets during the night  and cannot learn
forgeting the phase reversal...

she develops a network model

error with delay

feedfwd inhibition...


does gradient desc of error...

CF is the error signal  climbing fiber...

she shows how her model handles
phase reversal learnng...


feedback time is abt 100 ms...


if u rotate the animal too fast,  then this does not work

Jennifer R says... cannot overwhelm this in monkeys  (only in mice)
despite climbing fiber delay of 100 ms

look at KO mice...


assume.. they receive less inhib  so  KO weight are lower than wild type weights
(KOs  have clobbered  path from  inhib cells to  purkinje cells...


so wild type gets modulated

but KO  weights are close to lower bound....

CF fibers  (which provide feedbk) have v low feedbk in KO mice that gets wiped out at nite;
so can never learn phase reversal...




